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Catch the Wave
A small but passionate band of surfers are spreading
stoke for the future of wave riding along the North Coast

Ahmed Shams waits for the next swell just off the North Coast’s Rowad. (courtesy Ahmed Shams)

By Mackenzie Berg

P

addling out to

where the
incoming tide breaks over an
unseen reef, a figure grips the
almond-shaped board under his body,
holds his breath and pushes down in a
‘duck dive,’ slipping underneath the crest
of a wave as it starts to curl over his head.
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Coming up for air on the other side of the
wave, the surfer sits on his board, bobbing
gently in the blue Mediterranean waters,
looking almost like a meditating seal as
he waits for just the right wave.
It is a meditative sport and much, much
more. “Surfing is exhilarating as well as it is
challenging,” says Ahmed Shams, a 24-yearold native of Cairo. “People aren’t always

aware of that […] You’re dealing with something that’s moving. It’s a very challenging
thing. It is not just a sport like any other
sport; it brings inner peace inside of anyone
who’s tried it and fell in love with it.”
Bali, California, Hawaii — these are the
places that come to mind when you think
of surfing.
“If you go up to any random person,
www.EgyptToday.com
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swells here, sharing their love of the sport
and trying to convince international sponsors, the government and the general public
that the local surfing industry has much
greater potential then they realize.

The Early Days

anywhere in Egypt and ask: ‘Do you have
surfing here?’ you’ll most probably get the
same response: ‘Of course not, we don’t even
have waves that are suitable for surfing,’”
says Shams. “And to be honest, up till three
years ago, I too would’ve given the same
response.”
Over the last couple of decades, however,
local and foreign surfers have discovered the

In 1995, Alexandrian Teymour “Tim”
Adham was 15 years old when he first saw
someone on a surfboard — Libon Masry,
an American-born Lebanese surfer from
Miami, Florida, had come to Agamy to hang
out for the summer. That same season, an
Australian pro surfer also made his way to
the North Coast, and from these two surfers
Adham and his two younger brothers Omar
and Tarek gleaned their first knowledge of
the sport.
“My little brothers […] were the first groms
[slang for young surfer] in Egypt, and grew to
become great surfers,” says Adham, who now
runs the Sahara Adventure Company and often arranges surf tours for his clients.
Adham spent a couple years on the North
Shore of Oahu, Hawaii — a place famous in
the surfing world for its incredible and often
dangerous waves. At first, he recalls, the locals
were not very friendly in the surf, but once he
got to know them, “They were all stoked that
someone from Egypt was interested in surfing [and] they taught me a lot […] it was an
unforgettable experience.”
When he returned in 1997, he brought
eight used boards, hoping to recruit his
friends. Between 1999 and 2000, Adham and
several other local surfers formed the Egypt
Board Riding Committee (EBRC), which
today has 120 members, counting those who
sandboard, windsurf and skate.
As word about EBRC spread, young surfers outside Alexandria, such as Shams, soon
found that they were not alone. “I was quite
astonished because until then, I had no idea
[the organization or surfing in Alex] even
existed,” he says.
Like most surfers around the globe, many
local watermen grew up around some type
of water sport before taking up surfing.
Shahir Maged, a doctor from Alexandria,
and Youssef Baroud, a 22-year-old AUC
graduate, started out body surfing as young
boys. Shams has been water skiing and wake
boarding during his summers at El-Sahel
since he was young.
“[In 2006] I started wake boarding […] I
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found that I enjoyed [it] much more than
regular water skiing, and that’s when I started looking for a more adventurous sport,”
he says. After watching his first video of legendary American surfer Kelly Slater, Shams
decided he had to learn to surf.
Ahmed Bedeir, a 28-year-old dentist, got
his first taste of surfing here after two friends
came back from California with boards
— although he was initially skeptical. “It was
summer anyway, so we took the boards and
went into the water and guess what — there
are waves. We started practicing and it was
all about fun,” says Bedeir, who also recalls
meeting one of the industry’s most respected
directors of surf films, Taylor Steele, at Mandara Beach near Montazah.
“They were touring around the world and
Alexandria was the place to be that day; we
went into the water and [met them], then we
went out for dinner and they taught us a lot
[about surfing],” he remembers.

The Next Wave
There is a strong sense of community among
the surfers. “[There’s] the older group, who
introduced this sport in Egypt and formed
the EBRC. The other group is composed of
much younger surfers, of which I am part,
most of whom are still students, and we
started getting together during the summer of 2008 in Agamy,” Baroud explains.
“Older surfers are getting in the water [less
often] now but it is always a thrill when they
are around surfing with us, telling us about
their previous experiences in Egypt and
elsewhere.”
Maged hails from the first group, who
he calls the “old guys.” He says that while
many of the original group have set aside
their boards for families and jobs, they left
a legacy to the sport. “Each one of us told
maybe two or three other people and now
the population [of Egyptian surfers] has
greatly increased.”
Maged estimates that there are about 60
riders. Shams says he knows of about 30,
many he met through groups on the popular
social networking website Facebook where
members post forecasts for wave conditions
and invitations to meet up wherever a good
swell is expected.
“Our community is very diverse in terms
of age, background, education, socioeconomic standards,” says Baroud, “but when
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we’re out there in the water, none of this
matters.”
Shams and his friends are not part of the
EBRC, but they are just as active in promoting the sport locally. “I pledge that although
we are a very small number we will make a
difference and we will change the history of
the sport here in Egypt,” he says.
Helping to make that difference, according to Adham, will be an unlikely breed of
surfers — a group of young Bedouins. Today,
he mentors several Bedouin youth from
Agamy who became interested in surfing
when they saw Adham and his friends beginning to learn.
“[These] local, underprivileged children in
Egypt are like little men and women, they are
incredibly hard workers and have a firm grip
on reality,” says Adham. “I just wanted to see
them out there in the waves playing, recreating, dancing or whatever it is that surfing is.”
So he began fixing up broken boards and
giving them to the kids. Adham also gets help
from Surfing the Nations, a Hawaiian nonprofit working to “impact local and international communities through the sport of surfing and selfless service by meeting needs and
changing lives,” as described on its website.
Officials from Surfing the Nations visit Egypt
on their annual world tour every year.

“They also saw the potential in these
young kids and have always left me extra
boards to distribute to them,” says Adham.
“Now we have 12 of these boys and girls.
Since they started surfing, they have grasped
the state of mind required of true watermen.
They are concerned with their fitness and
health, so [they don’t take drugs], plus they
understand the need for humans to coexist
with nature.”
In his eyes, these youth are the future of
surfing, and he supports them by helping
them repair boards and by being a positive
figure in their lives. “They are so excited
about surfing and life in general. This positive energy and a raw hunger to succeed is
why I think if Egypt ever produces a world
class pro surfer, it will be one of these kids
that someone helped to get started.”
And what about the waterwomen? Most
of the guys say they don’t know any Egyptian
female surfers, but encourage their participation. Adham says he has recruited his 14year-old niece, adding proudly, “I’d say she’s
the best girl surfer in Egypt right now.”
“I actually contacted some girls I know
and asked them if they’d like to surf,” says
Shams. “They showed great interest in doing
so, and this summer there will hopefully be a
good number of girls surfing Egypt.”

Local Egyptian riders paired up with members of Surf the Nations, in the 2008 Agamy Aloha
Surf Classic, last November (Courtesy of Tom Bauer/Surfing the Nations Hawaii)
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Lessons from the Surf
While surfing is an individual sport, those in
the community recognize the importance of
supporting each other, especially in an environment like the sea, which requires humility and caution.
“My mentor since I can remember is
Egyptian diver, waterman and Agamy local
Ali Saad El-Din,” says Adham. “[He] always
taught me to be humble and never turn my
back on the sea. What he said sticks with me
today and I pass it on to all: ‘The sea hath no
pity and knows no master.’ Once you know
that then you can truly begin to enjoy every
moment.”
Surfing El-Sahel together or arranging trips
abroad is also a part of spreading the ‘stoke’
of wave riding. Tarek Shaaban, a 24-year-old
surfer from Alexandria, explains: “Most of
us travel abroad for a change and to [gain]
further experience in areas like Bali Indonesia,
Maldives [and] France.” In addition to giving the riders a chance to paddle out in new
waters and conditions, the interaction with
surfers from other nations helps to diversify
and strengthen the international board sports
community. The surfers bring that experience
home, becoming role models for the groms.

Concerned Surfers
The local surfers can name the best spots
from east of Alexandria all the way to
Aguiba, west of Marsa Matruh. But government-directed development, in the form of
constructing breakwaters, has been a major
sore spot for the surfers.
“We used to surf a lot in Alexandria
— it has beautiful, beautiful waves in a place
called Miami,” says Maged. “Four years ago
the government decided to build a huge
wave breaker […] and they basically destroyed
the surf culture in Alexandria, so that’s one
of the reasons we surf less these days. It was a
fine spot, you know?”
Breakwaters have been built along the
Alexandrian coast in an effort to protect
beaches and structures from the Mediterranean’s constant waves and severe storms.
In the winter of 2003, a portion of the Corniche fences at Al-Asafara and Al-Mandara
collapsed during an intense storm; the city
spent LE 360 million in repairs.
Now, a popular winter spot is Shatby
Beach in Alexandria, next to the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina; in the summer, many surfers
www.EgyptToday.com
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significant internal growth for the industry
that he hopes will lead to international attention and eventually competitions. “I see
a lot of progress happening recently and in
a very short time a lot of people have started
to buy boards […] One of the projects that
some of us are planning is a surfing school
that will be located in Agamy,” he says. “It
would help a lot in spreading the word and
teaching young Egyptians to surf, and who
knows, maybe even spawn the first Egyptian
[world] champion.”
Reflecting on the challenges that Egyptian
riders face today, whether it be losing a favorite spot to development or working to gain
more attention here or abroad, Adham offers the words of one of his personal heroes,
Hawaiian surfing great Gerry Lopez: “The
foundation of the entire surfing experience
is learning how to operate in the present.
You can’t build fences around life. Things
are always changing, nothing ever stays the
same, you just got to keep paddling for the
next wave.” et

Local surfers are cultivating the spirit of the wave in new generations. (Courtesy Ahmed Shams )

shift to the North Coast — mostly Rowad
or Agamy, says Shaaban. The surfing community hopes that these spots will be able to
escape the fate of similar development.
“This is one of the main reasons we need
the EBRC committee, [to protest against
the water and beaches being destroyed],”
says Bedeir, “People, especially officials,
don’t know how surfing can play an important role in tourism. [Surfers] used to
come to the Miami spot from all over the
world.”
Adham understands the frustrations, but
sees things a bit differently. “I guess it is a
bigger issue for the younger guys since they
get to hear a lot about the great waves from
the older guys, but didn’t get to enjoy it too
much when it was around. [But there] was
no protest to be done; evolution, erosion
and environmental factors deem that waves
will be lost but there are still tons of great
waves and beautiful beaches all around Alex
and all along the North Coast.”
Adham looks positively toward the future.
“The seeds of surfing have been planted here.
Now the sport will grow and like all sports it
will be a positive force in Egypt.”

Hopes for the Future
The surfing industry here needs, well, an
industry. “If you want to bring more surfers, you have to have surfboards — this is
the only way you can [get] people to be more
interested,” points out Bedeir.
“I still can’t believe that Quicksilver, Oxbow and Inter Sport shops, the agents for
[international surf gear companies] Billabong and O’Neil still do not sell surfboards
and surf gear in Egypt,” Adham adds. “They
are missing a huge opportunity this summer
on the North Coast.”
Baroud has not missed that opportunity:
He founded SurfShopEgypt.com as the online distributor for BIC Surfboards and
Oxbow. Last summer, he remembers being
asked every day by people looking to pick up
surfing: where could they get a board? “You
could always feel their sense of disappointment whenever we tell them that they had
to get them from abroad,” he says. Currently,
SurfShopEgypt.com is still the only local
outlet for surfing gear.
It’s an important start. But perhaps more
important, Shams points out, is greater
awareness of the sport. Shams envisions

NEED GEAR?

T

he basic kit for surfing is a board, wax, a
leash and a full wetsuit for winter waves.
According to Baroud, your board choice is
based on two main criteria: Skill level and
weight, with the rule of thumb, “the heavier
the person, the bigger the board.”
BIC Surf, available through
SurfShopEgypt.com, offer the following
board options:
G-boards are soft, durable and stable,
perfect for first-timers and surf schools.
ACS (Aerated Cellular Structure) boards
are heavier, but still stable and durable; also
good for beginners.
E-comp (Epoxy composite) boards are for
more advanced surfers as they are quick
and very responsive on the wave.
Oxbow surfboards, made by BIC, are made
of foam and covered with a layer of Epoxy.

www.surfshopegypt.com •
surf@surfshopegypt.com

WANT TO RIDE?
www.egypt-board-riding.com •
www.saharaadventurecompany.com •
Facebook group: Surfing in Egypt
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